Become an RSMeans data
Certified Professional
Stand out from the crowd
The RSMeans data certification program allows you to differentiate yourself and your organization when it comes to
full-scale construction estimating and mastery of RSMeans data, the construction industry standard for reliable costs.

For New Estimators and Established Veterans
This program is for all levels of construction industry professionals, from novices to seasoned users of RSMeans data.
No matter where you are in your career, you’ll take your expertise to a whole new level.

Demonstrate Your Expertise
Give your employers and your clients confidence in your construction estimating expertise.

Three Steps to Certification
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Sign-up for a Knowledge Track. This series Attend and complete the training events.
of training courses should align with your Then review the recommended resources
field of work.
to prepare for the certification exam.

Take the RSMeans data certification exam.
After passing the exam, download and
share your certificate of achievement!

Customized Training Tracks for Your Field of Work
Add specific disciplines to your training experience with our Knowledge Tracks. Choose the track that best bolsters
your skills after completing the baseline Maintenance & Repair Estimating course.

RSMeans data Professional Certification

Facilities Management Estimating Track

Preconstruction
professionals
who are
concerned
with proper
reparation or
evaluation of
renovation
estimates

Professionals
who are
responsible
for upgrading
existing, often
occupied
buildings

Anyone who
regularly
uses Facilities
Construction
Costs with
RSMeans data

Mechanical & Electrical Estimating Track

Contractors
who focus
on HVAC,
plumbing, fire
protection, and
electrical and
mechanical
work

Preconstruction
professionals
needing
reliable
methods for
evaluating
electrical and
mechanical
costs

Anyone who
regularly uses
Plumbing
Costs,
Mechanical
Costs or
Electrical Costs
with RSMeans
data

As you complete individual courses within a given Knowledge Track, you also earn continuing education credits (CEC)
from some of the most prestigious industry organizations, including the American Institute of Architects and the
Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering.

The Certification Exam
You’ll have three hours to complete the 100-question certification exam. The exam includes a mix of true-or-false
and multiple-choice questions based on the 13 modules that will be discussed during training. Participants will have
two attempts to pass the exam with a minimum score of 75%. You may use your course materials during the exam
including your notes, cost book or online software and other course materials.

RSMeans data Certification: Credibility the World Can See
After passing the RSMeans data certification exam, you will access resources to share your accomplishments. You
will receive an electronic certificate of achievement along with an “RSMeans data Certified” logo that can be used on
business cards, in email signatures and on social networking sites to showcase your credentials.

Visit rsmeans.com/training or contact us at
800.874.22 or info@gordian.com to learn more
about RSMeans data training.

